The LaRC investigative process for airframe noise has proven to be a useful guide for elucidation of the physics of flow-induced noise generation over the last five years. This process, relying on a close interplay between experiment and computation, is described and demonstrated here on the archetypal problem of flap-edge noise. Some detailed results from both experiment and computation are shown to illustrate the process, and a description of the multi-source physics seen in this problem is conjectured.
Introduction
The importance of reducing subsonic approach airframe noise has now become apparent to the international community.1 Civil air traffic continues to increase as does pressure from the public to control the resulting increase in landing noise, which is particularly annoying to those living in close proximity to airports. As the local Mach numbers seen intheflap-edge flowfield are generally below 0.3fortypical applications, thisis considered reasonable. However, withtheuse ofan incompressible method forcomputing the hydrodynamic fluctuations intheflowfield, the computation ofthesound generated bythese fluctuations must becarried out using information from theentire field, rather than justonthesolidsurfaces 11. The reduction incomputational effort afforded bythe incompressible flowapproximation isstillless than required toallowforafullsimulation ofthenear-field fluctuations inthiscomplex flow.Inthisstudy, therefore, theuse ofa"temporal" approximation isused toreduce thesimulation ofthefullthree-dimensional flowfield intoaseries oftwo-dimensional simulations; thisapproximation will be discussed and justified in later sections. In the presence of (stationary) boundaries, an additional, surface source term appears [5] :
where f=0 defines the surface, andpij contains the in the vortex/shear-layer system, as will be discussed later. 
Numerical Simulation Algorithm
It was necessary to reduce the size of the numerical simulation in order to be able to conduct as many as were required to give guidance as to the sensitivity of the development of hydrodynamic fluctuations in this complex flowfield. Assuming that it is possible to justify performing simulations in the crossflow plane only (as will be discussed in the following section), we decided to compute unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions in a geometry that includes the rectilinear end of the flap. A robust and highly accurate algorithm for such solutions is described in Ref. 14 notexhaustive, it was found forthemost part that the shear-layer instabilities aremaximally amplified for (_=0. However, there exists aseparate family of instabilities, associated withtheconjectured vortexinstability mechanism; thestreamwise wavenumber for these disturbances isfairlyhigh, corresponding to wavelengths ontheorder of1/4 to½ofthevortex diameter. The dominant frequency band ofthese disturbances isconsiderably lower than thatforthe shear-layer instability; inmodel frequencies, theshear-layer instability band was roughly 5to30kHz, whereas thevortex instability band isabout 1to10kHz.InFig. 8isshown acomparison ofsnapshots ofdisturbance vorticity forthetwodisturbance modes, using broadband forcing foreach simulation; thevortex mode has astreamwise wavelength of 1/3ofthevortex diameter. Note that thevortex disturbance hasaringlikestructure. Thisismore clearly discemable inFig. 9,inwhich isolevel surfaces ofdisturbance vorticity are shown forthese same modes. As these disturbances convect past thetrailing edge, they would beexpected tohave considerable amplitude and bequite coherent in thespanwise direction; thus, itwould beexpected that a significant amount oflocally enhanced trailing-edge noise would result. Thisexpected streamwise coherence was confirmed experimentally; results froma sequence ofsurface pressure transducers near theflap side edge inahigh-Reynolds number test 13 show strong coherence atafrequency that agrees withthe computational results -4kHz inthiscase. The noise produced bythisdisturbance mode willbediscussed later. 
Noise Generation bv Shear-Laver Instability
In an attempt to test whether the fluctuations predicted by the above method are related to the noise generated by a flap-edge flowfield, the RHS ofEq. 1
(the so-called Lighthill stress tensor) was computed for a number of single-frequency simulations at the 50% flap-chord station shown in Fig. 7 . Contours of the Lighthill stress tensor are given in Fig. 11 , from the 15kHz simulation shown in Fig. 7 . Note that the strongest concentration of this quantity occurs near the corner where the cylindrical shear layer originates; this is due to the rapidly changing amplitude and spatial wavenumber of the disturbance in that region, resulting from the strong variation in shear-layer thickness in that region.
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Theresulting acoustic fieldwas then computed using ahigh-order accurate harmonic wave equation solver, forced bythecomputed Lighthill stress tensor; thefinite-thickness flap-edge geometry was approximated bywayofaconformal mapping tothe infinite half-plane. Results forthree frequencies are shown inFig.12, interms ofconstant-phase contours, which show theresulting acoustic wave pattern, and in terms ofcontours of20log(mag(p')), which gives an indication ofdirectivity. Each contour level inthelatter display is5dB.Note howthedirectivity pattern rotates withfrequency, fromstronger upward radiation forthe lowest frequency, toarelatively flatpattern that favors thedownward direction fortheintermediate frequency, toaprimarily downward pattern withseveral irregularities forthehighest frequency.
One may choose aconvenient location inthe acoustic fieldatwhich tointerrogate asequence of simulations over arange offrequencies, and thus obtain arepresentative spectrum ofthenoise produced bythe cylindrical shear-layer mechanism. Results forthepoint Constant-.... 
i:
(0, -10), i.e., ten edge-thicknesses straight down from the edge, are labeled in Fig. 13 
Conclusions
The LaRC investigative process for airframe As the process was stepped through in this paper, we showed the elucidation of the physics of multiple-component noise, demonstrating that neither experiment nor computation alone could have provided such insight on its own. In a companion paper 8, this process is demonstrated for the problem of the noise from a leading-edge slat.
